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A NEED TO CREDIT ANONYMOUS SOURCES:
A

TWO JEWISH ANTI-ZIONISTS, ONE IN THE UK, ONE IN THE USA, WHO HAVE BEEN IN
CONTACT WITH ME (ONE FOR MORE THAN A YEAR) OVER A GROWING
DISCOMFORT AT THE LEVELS OF ANTISEMITISM THEY HAVE BEEN WITNESSING. I
CANNOT SAY MORE WITHOUT PLACING THEIR IDENTITIES AT RISK. MY DEEP
GRATITUDE IS GIVEN, ALONG WITH THE HOPE THAT WITH EYES NOW OPEN, THEY
WILL REASSESS SOME OF THE DEEP POLITICAL DIVISIONS THAT STILL SEPARATE US.

B
A LABOUR ACTIVIST WHO HAS WORKED TIRELESSLY FOR SEVERAL YEARS,
COMBATTING THE ANTISEMITISM THAT HAS INFESTED THE UK LABOUR PARTY.
THEIR HELP IN IDENTIFYING SOME OF THE POLITICAL ACTIVISTS WITHIN THE
GROUP WAS PRICELESS.

WITHOUT THE HELP OF THESE BRAVE INDIVIDUALS (WHO HAVE UNDERSTANDABLY
ASKED ME TO PROTECT THEIR IDENTITY) – THIS RESEARCH WOULD PROBABLY NOT
HAVE BEEN POSSIBLE - AND CERTAINLY NOT AS COMPREHENSIVE.
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Support This Research:
This research is fully independent. I am not affiliated with any political group or community
organisation. I believe this independence is important and adds to the integrity of the work.
Since 1990, I have been researching the conflicts involving Israel and fighting the
delegitimisation campaign since 2000. For several years I have also been combatting rising
antisemitism both on the far-right and far-left.
The work can and does make a difference. I was recently named by the Algemeiner as one
of their ‘J100’, a list of the top 100 Jews worldwide, ‘positively influencing Jewish life’. 1
The findings of my research have been covered in media across the globe.
The support I receive from those who understand the importance of the work, makes much
of what I do possible. I simply could not do it without their kind and generous assistance.
The delegitimisation campaign against Israel and the rise of antisemitism are linked. I firmly
believe we must expose it and face it down. We *HAVE TO* be there to witness, report,
expose and fight it.
If you can, please consider donating towards the ongoing research. Either a single amount
or, if you can, a monthly contribution. Every amount is greatly appreciated. Research such
as this is intensive, and at times expensive. We must shine a light into the shadows.
Support can be given via the donation button on my website: http://www.davidcollier.com/

1

2017 Algemeiner J100. Available online https://www.algemeiner.com/the-top-100-people-positivelyinfluencing-jewish-life-2017/
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This report represents part of an intensive effort to investigate antisemitism within antiIsrael activism. Arguments over a suspected rise in antisemitism are being publicly played
out in media and political circles. Like my previous research into the Palestine Solidarity
Campaign, this work sets the bar for antisemitism very high by completely discounting
Israel-based antisemitism. If discourse over the Israeli / Arab conflict is removed from the
equation, is antisemitism still present? If so, is it possible to quantify? Previous research of
this type found a clear correlation between levels of anti-Israel activity and levels of
antisemitism within a group. A Facebook Group containing many high-profile activists
provided a test-tube environment with which to test this correlation further.
The research draws several important conclusions:
➢ Antisemitism is a key motivating factor in anti-Zionist activity and it spreads like a
virus within it.
➢ The concentration levels of anti-Zionists who share hard-core antisemitic ideologies
registered at 64%. With Jewish activists excluded the figure was even higher at 73%.
➢ Behind the closed doors of a hidden Facebook Group, major political figures such as
Jeremy Corbyn, Jenny Tonge and David Ward engage with hard-core antisemites,
even while in public making emphatic denunciations of this racism.
➢ The network is large and effective.
➢ A small, but highly vocal group of Jewish anti-Zionist activists is engaged in using
Jewish identity as ‘a weapon’ to deflect accusations of antisemitism.
➢ These Jewish anti-Zionists in turn teach their compatriots to insulate themselves
from the charge of antisemitism by substituting the word ‘Zionist’ for ‘Jew’. They
rarely (if ever) address the antisemitism itself.
➢ A key anti-Israel figure involved in the Mavi Marmara incident privately supports the
Israeli version of events, stating that the Israeli soldiers were attacked before any of
them discharged a weapon.
➢ Key peace activists place ideology above horrific antisemitism. There is little or no
reaction to other activists sharing Holocaust Denial. If there is a reaction, it is to say,
‘do that specific activity elsewhere’, rather than ‘get out of this group’.
➢ Anti-Zionists view Zionists as ‘global manipulators’, ‘thieves’, ‘bloodsuckers’ and
‘intent on destroying the world to fulfil their own evil agenda’. It is a precise copy of
antisemitism.
➢ In anti-Zionism, far-right and far-left are interchangeable.
Although the report discounts Israel-based antisemitism, it establishes beyond doubt the
indivisibility of anti-Zionism and antisemitism. Antisemitism in all its guises must be called
out. It has no place in public discourse
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A DEFINITION OF ANTISEMITISM
This research sets the bar for antisemitism unnaturally high. Tolerance levels were raised to
avoid deflective arguments over ‘criticism of Israel’. This approach is identical to the position
taken in similar research into the English PSC and Scottish PSC in 2017 2.
Had the definition included calling Israel a ‘Nazi’ state, almost every member of the group
would fail. In more direct language, according to the recently adopted UK Government
definition of antisemitism (the IHRA definition), the overwhelming majority of group
members identified display blatantly antisemitic views3.
This research is therefore disassociated from the Israeli-Palestinian conflict. Therefore,
almost any reference to Israel’s treatment of the Palestinians, however antisemitic, is
ignored. The research ignored talk of Israel committing genocide, of being as bad or worse
than the Nazis and all manner of other distortions.
Another visible element that was not used was the application of individual acts to label the
actions of the state. So rather than the state being the vehicle through which people are, for
better or worse, enabled through their freedom, the state of Israel becomes shackled and
vilified through the actions of its most extreme citizens, the implication being that
something is ‘genetically’ wrong with the state. England, placed into a similar test tube,
would become a nation that rapes and kills women because of Peter Sutcliffe.
What has been highlighted in this research consists of three central elements:
➢ Holocaust denial/revisionism
➢ The mutation of Israel into a controlling global Jew (conspiracy theory)
➢ Fixation on Jews, classic antisemitic tropes
I seek to show that hard-core antisemitism is rampant in anti-Zionist activity. As the Scottish
Sunday Times pointed out following the release of my report into the SPSC in July 2017, 'you
would need to work hard at it’ to be included in the research 4.

2

Collier, David. ‘Antisemitism inside the Palestine Solidarity Campaign’. 22/2/2017. Available online
http://david-collier.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/02/170222_palestine_solidarity_campaign_report.pdf and
Collier, David ‘Jew Hate and Holocaust Denial in Scotland’. Published by Jewish Human Rights Watch.
30/7/2017. Available online
https://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/953855_faecb29a6e7d4dc6b07d80da1a9bb812.pdf
3
See International Holocaust Remembrance Alliance (IHRA) definition. Available online
https://www.holocaustremembrance.com/sites/default/files/press_release_document_antisemitism.pdf
(Adopted by UK government, 2017)
4
‘Dangerous liaisons can legitimise hate’. Alex Massie, The Scottish Sunday Times, July 30 2017
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PALESTINE LIVE
Palestine Live is a Facebook group with (as at 20/2/2018) 3279 members:

Anti-Israel activist Elleanne Green created the group on 2 August 2013:

The group is listed as ‘secret’. This means you cannot find it by using the Facebook search
function and need to be invited or added by someone inside the group who has permissions
to add new members:

It changed from ‘Closed’ to ‘Secret’ in early November 2014:
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Elleanne Green is an admin of the group, and the most prolific contributor. She is well-linked
with other activists across the globe. Possessing an impressive networking skillset, Elleanne
Green turned Palestine Live into one of the largest, and well-connected of the anti-Israel
groups. Palestine Live contains high-placed representatives, from almost every anti-Israel
activist organisation.
There are two other admins to the group. Tony Gratrex (added by Elleanne Green on 15
November 2013) and Carol Foster (added by Elleanne Green on 10 August 2015). Gratrex
was at one time, an organiser of the Reading Branch of the Palestine Solidarity Campaign 5.
Foster was co-chair of the Greater London Branch of the 'Labour Representation
Committee' and was at the PSC 2016 AGM selling pamphlets such as 'In defence of
Trotskyism' for 'Socialist Fight'6.
The aim of the group:
‘Created not so much for long and detailed discussion of words used and semantics
but to gather together a group of good friends all of whom wholeheartedly support
the people of Palestine in their struggle’7
The description also contains the usual comments about not being ‘anti-Jewish’ but being
against ‘racism and intolerance’.
Within days of the group’s creation, there were dozens of members, most of whom were
carefully hand-picked by Elleanne Green. Secrecy and privacy were central elements of the
group. Note Jaqueline Walker’s comment and Elleanne Green’s response:

5

See http://hurryupharry.org/2011/09/08/tony-gratrex-of-reading-psc/
See http://labourpartymarxists.org.uk/not-in-the-weekly-worker/ for Greater London Co Chair position and
https://socialistfight.com/2016/01/25/the-palestine-solidarity-campaign-agm-on-2312016/ for PSC AGM
confirmation
7
Facebook Group ‘Palestine Live’ (group number 578281488880847) description. Accessed 10/2/2018
pg. 9
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One of the first members was Pam Arnold (Pam Hardyment). These are two images from
Arnold’s Facebook timeline (not the group). There are dozens, if not hundreds of such
posts8:

Seymour Alexander was added on the first day9:

So was Alison Weir10

8

The article on the left links to the website of Nahida Izzat. See
https://nahidaexiledpalestinian.wordpress.com/articles/ Nahida was rejected by the local Palestine groups in
Liverpool over antisemitism. See support from Gilad Atzmon http://www.gilad.co.uk/writings/nahida-izzat-didthe-age-of-enlightenment-never-occur.html The article on the right is a Gilad Atzmon article, but the
introductory words are from Pam see http://www.gilad.co.uk/writings/2016/12/7/stop-everything-you-doand-listen-to-this-rabbi
9
Seymour Alexander has long been connected to Kingston and Richmond PSC. See page 31 of the February
2017 PSC report, for examples of problematic posts http://david-collier.com/wpcontent/uploads/2017/02/170222_palestine_solidarity_campaign_report.pdf
10
Alison runs the website ‘If Americans Knew’ see http://ifamericaknew.org/ it has a distinct ‘support Israel at
America’s peril’ attitude. 2013 Anti-Defamation League report here
https://www.adl.org/education/resources/profiles/alison-weir
pg. 10
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Within days, there were shares with links to antisemitic sites such as Rense.com. Within five
days, someone had uploaded a copy of the notorious antisemitic forgery, Protocols of the
Elders of Zion.

Many of the initial members were problematic. The issue seems to have been that the
central figure of the group, Elleanne Green, is not best placed to decide what or who is
antisemitic. These are her comments on Gilad Atzmon:

Note from the response in the first image, that Gilad Atzmon was a member of the group 11.
The early days defined the future of the group. There was an exchange between Gilad
Atzmon, and Mick Napier, based on an Atzmon article posted on 16 th October 2013 that
centred on antisemitism. Napier is Secretary of the Scottish Palestine Solidarity Campaign 12.
Napier was almost evicted from the group at the time. The group sided with Atzmon. From
this moment, it was clear that rabid conspiratorial white supremacist websites were
welcome, and their supporters were underpinning the group.

11

Atzmon was born in Israel, lives in the UK, and has a long history of antagonising the Jewish community. See
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gilad_Atzmon#Reception for accusations of antisemitism. He has been rejected
by almost all anti-Israel activist groups as an antisemite.
12
The SPSC (see my report), is itself embroiled in difficulty with antisemitism. See also
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/2017/09/30/jeremy-corbyn-backed-groups-activists-hounded-jewishbusiness/
pg. 11
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There are scores of posts of Elleanne either sharing Gilad’s work, or complimenting him.
The intent of this part of the research is not to identify people, but to highlight that the
Palestine Live group was toxic from the beginning. Examples therefore become necessary.
Another early member was Andy Hopkins:

These are some of his posts (from his own timeline)13:

13

YouTube video by David Duke. ‘A Holocaust Enquiry’. See https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sc6qJ0TRp0M
pg. 12
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A more recent one:14

When on the 14 August 2013, Khaleel Mohammed, professor of Religion at San Diego State
University shared views in a post that were contrary to ‘Greater Palestine’, Elleanne Green
became immediately offensive, calling him an ‘'Agent Provocateur'. When Pam Arnold
attacked the professor and then threatened to leave the group, this is how Elleanne
responded15:

This sense of seeing value within the views of those like Gilad Atzmon or Pam Arnold over
diverse or moderate voices, shaped the group. The Palestine Live group did not become
corrupted through an increase of size, or over time. It was corrupted from the very
beginning by the blind-to-anti-Jewish-racism attitude of its founder.

14

A Holocaust Denial site to ‘refute the greatest lie ever told’. See
https://holocaustdeprogrammingcourse.com/
15
Original post by Khaleel Mohammed on 14 August 2013, sought to suggest Islam recognised rights of Jews.
pg. 13
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THE THREE ADMINS OF PALESTINE LIVE – PART ONE
1. Founder, Elleanne Green.
Elleanne is the person who added most of the racists to the group. Two examples:

Both are still members of the group. Paul Eisen is a known Holocaust Denier16. Anton Lloyd
Wallis is part of the Alison Chabloz ‘fan club’17. He shares posts from sites like the Daily
Stormer18. He also managed a Facebook Group called ‘ich bin sylvia stolz’ (I’m proud of
Sylvia Stolz)19. Stolz is a convicted Holocaust denier20.

On the next few pages are examples of posts by Elleanne Green.
16

https://www.righteousjews.org/article27a.html
Chabloz is currently on trial for charges related to publishing songs about Holocaust Denial online. See
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-england-derbyshire-42637888
18
The site is described as an ‘American neo-Nazi and white supremacist news and commentary website’ see
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Daily_Stormer
19
Facebook Group number 414687465367137
20
Holocaust Denial is a criminal offence in Germany. https://www.thelocal.de/20150225/ex-lawyer-jailedagain-for-holocaust-denial
pg. 14
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There is no need to go through the content of every post, but Israel is linked here to 9/11
and the terror attacks in Paris. Of note is the image on the top left, from ‘Rehmat.com’.
Rehmat is a blatantly antisemitic site and this post is clearly directed towards Jews and not
Israel or Zionists. The article contains a video by ‘Brother Nathanael’ titled ‘Satan at the
Wailing Wall’.21

21

Brother Nathanael is a well-known antisemite, who is dealt with suspicion by white supremacists only
because he is a ‘biological Jew’. See https://rationalwiki.org/wiki/Nathanael_Kapner. The video discusses
modern Judaism as a satanic ritual. It should be seen by any of those that suggest this is anti-Zionism and not
antisemitism. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=94rcOVJBMYQ
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Elleanne often shares stories from sites that are outlets for Holocaust Denial

Veterans Today, was often shared on Palestine Live. The founder editor is James Fetzer ‘an
all-round conspiracy theorist’ who promotes Holocaust Denial22. The site often treats the
Holocaust as a complete hoax23.

‘The Ugly Truth’ is a WordPress site that uses the tag-line ‘intelligent antisemitsm for
thinking gentiles’. It places the word ‘antisemitism’ in single quotes24. It is overladen with
antisemitic images, Holocaust Denial and ‘Jews as the problem’ articles25.

22

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/James_H._Fetzer
See article ‘Secrets of the Holohoax and Zionist fantasies’
https://www.veteranstoday.com/2016/08/03/secrets-of-the-holohoax-and-zionist-fantasies/
24
https://theuglytruth.wordpress.com/
25
See ‘Holohoax deprogramming course’ https://theuglytruth.wordpress.com/2014/08/23/holohoaxdeprogramming-course-free-yourself-from-a-lifetime-of-brainwashing/
23
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Globalresearch.ca is a geopolitical conspiracist website26. If something goes wrong, then the
‘Jews’ did it27. It is the type of site groups like ‘Palestine Live’ adore, because it wraps up
antisemitism inside genuine humanitarian issues. The link is to a review of a compilation of
essays by conspiracy theorists about the ‘false flag attacks’ 28. The link on the right is to Tony
Greenstein’s blog. Greenstein has recently been expelled by the Labour Party 29.

26

See https://mediabiasfactcheck.com/global-research/
See description on https://rationalwiki.org/wiki/Globalresearch
28
On the site, the people I have described as ‘conspiracy theorists’, like Ken O’Keefe, are called ‘prominent
public intellectuals’. http://www.globalresearch.ca/war-and-peace-another-french-false-flag-bloody-tracksfrom-paris-to-san-bernardino/5509416
29
https://www.mirror.co.uk/news/politics/labour-party-activist-expelled-thatcher-12048349
pg. 17
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This is another example of Mossad - 9/11 linkage. On the right is a direct link to a video by
‘Brother Nathanael’. It takes seven seconds for the video to reference the ‘Jewish owned
press’. The video suggests that Mossad is behind ISIS and the Paris terror attacks 30.

Both posts link ISIS to Mossad, with the one on the right suggesting ISIS leader Al Baghdadi
was trained by Mossad.

30

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JTcidJRv7kQ
pg. 18
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The website ‘politicalvelcraft’, is described by Rational Wiki as ‘ragingly racist and promotes
bigotry of all kinds, including homophobia, Islamophobia and anti-Semitism’31.
The article is a historical retelling of the Rothschild Conspiracy, in which to create the ‘New
World Order’, Rothschild becomes the evil villain behind every major conflict of the last 150
years32. Here is an example quote from the article:

‘1913 – SOCIAL DICTUM – Jacob Schiff sets up Rothschild’s Anti-Defamation League
(ADL) [Anti-Semitism] in the United States to Hide Behind: This was way before Hitler
Was Killing Catholics & Jews In The Ovens Of Rothschild’s Second Attempt At NWO
Called WWII.
This organization is formed to slander anyone who questions or challenges the
Rothschild global conspiracy as, “antisemitic.” Rothschild is not a practicing Jew by
Judaism or By Blood Line. He is a common Khazarian thug, but he likes to hide behind
the word Jew as the coward he is when absconding people’s wealth.’

31
32

See https://rationalwiki.org/wiki/Political_Vel_Craft
Link to article https://politicalvelcraft.org/2014/08/05/rothschilds-state-of-israel-the-midnight-cowboy/
pg. 19
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Some more examples of either false flag linkage or sharing views of antisemites:
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It is beyond scope and necessity to list all the global Jewish conspiracy posts Elleanne
shared. Here are a few examples of her comments and likes:

The next two are both from the same thread. Following a post regarding Jewish concerns
over Jeremy Corbyn’s appointment:

pg. 21
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There is this:

This from about six days before she started the Palestine Live group:
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Link to the video below with Ken O’Keefe33:

33

O’Keefe appears in a video on the ‘Crane Report’, a conspiracy show run by conspiracy theorist Ian R Crane.
See from 35th minute https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fPUoLFpQomg O’Keefe is popular in conspiracy
websites. When you listen to O’Keefe, Israel is generally at fault for everything. Many of the ‘Palestine Live’
crowd like him and he is a member of the group. See wiki: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kenneth_O%27Keefe
pg. 23
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The Palestine Live site contains many examples of Holocaust denial, but not as many as
might be expected given the quantity of Holocaust Deniers / Revisionists who are (or were)
members.

Elleanne’s response:

She did comment several times on this. Note how the opposition is never to the subject,
but to its presence in the group.

Because of her importance to the group, and her centrality to several issues, there will be
more examples of Elleanne’s comments, shares and likes, throughout this report.
pg. 24
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THE THREE ADMINS OF PALESTINE LIVE – PART TWO
2. Tony Gratrex
Tony was added to the group by Elleanne Green on 15 November 2013 34

He was an active organiser of the Reading Branch of the Palestine Solidarity Campaign:

His profile picture has for years identified him as a ‘9/11 truther’, and most of his social
media friends would be aware of this.

34

Collier PSC report Feb 2017 pages 51-53 http://david-collier.com/wpcontent/uploads/2017/02/170222_palestine_solidarity_campaign_report.pdf
pg. 25
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Tony has been mentioned frequently by those dealing with antisemitism in anti-Israel
activism. Harry’s Place published a piece covering some of his activity in 201135. The most
notable piece from that blog, was this image of a comment by Tony:

Whilst conducting my own research, I met Tony and have spoken to him more than once (at the time
he was unaware of who I was). Gratrex is a hard-core conspiracy theorist, who spent some time
working in Israel (I believe under contract for Israeli Aerospace Industries). The ‘power of Jewish
money’ was a central theme of our discussions.
He was present when Gerald Kaufman spoke of ‘Jewish money’ at a meeting at the House of
Commons36. At the event, Tony tabled a question, all about Jewish money, and the conspiracy
behind the Federal Reserve37. This is what he said:

‘…which is I think one of the most important questions that you can ask, and that is,
how does Israel get away with it? And this is a really important question, and I have
never really heard an adequate answer to that. Because it seems to me that the
answer is always the elephant in the room……. It (Israel) has flouted 65+ resolutions
and nothing has ever been done about it and I come back to the question, and I have
never heard an honest answer about it. The most honest answer I have heard so far
was when Gerald himself broached on was ‘Jewish Money’. Now it is not just a
question of who gives the most donations, what I suggest is people here do serious
research and find out how for instance the Federal Reserve in America came into
existence. It came into existence in February 1913 and there was a secret meeting
that took place by two (ten?) bankers a couple of years before that and if was
sneaked through, so when we talk about money it is important we know who
controls the money. That’s where the money is important.’

35

‘Reading PSC, Christ Church Virginia Water, Stephen Sizer and Tony Gratrex’
http://hurryupharry.org/2011/06/23/reading-psc-christ-church-virginia-water-stephen-sizer-and-tony-gratrex/
36
See description of event http://david-collier.com/jewish-money-an-evening-with-the-prc-kaufman-andclassic-antisemitic-libels/
37
For reference, on 11 Dec 2017, The Jewish Chronicle ran an article covering this conspiracy.
https://www.thejc.com/news/news-features/the-rothschilds-the-banks-and-antisemitism-the-truth-and-themyths-1.450112
pg. 26
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The Daphne Anson blog highlighted further problems with Tony’s posts in a 2014 article38. I
covered him in my own PSC research in 2017 39. The Daily Mail mentioned Tony’s conspiracy
theories in an article about Corbyn in 201740.
These images of Tony with Jeremy Corbyn were included in the Mail article:

These are some of his posts:

38

http://daphneanson.blogspot.co.uk/2014/10/the-antisemitic-likes-of-palestine.html
http://david-collier.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/02/170222_palestine_solidarity_campaign_report.pdf
p51-53
40
Jeremy Corbyn in New antisemitism row. Daily Mail online. 1/3/2017.
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-4253926/Jeremy-Corbyn-NEW-anti-Semitism-row.html
pg. 27
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One of the problems encountered in the type of research is the ‘dead link’ issue. The more
absurdly sickening the post, the more likely it is that the website is no longer operating, or
the article is no longer available. Some of the most extreme racist fake news sites do not last
forever. This problem is most visible in environments where some moderation is applied –
such as YouTube. Mycatbirdseat.com no longer exists. This specific article is available
through an internet archive41. This article discusses how people are beginning to understand
the power the ‘Elders of Zion’ have over the US. This is a quote:
‘The elders of Zion know in their blackest hearts that The End is now inevitable. But
they cannot speak this. They cannot at ALL costs admit it, even to themselves. For
now, they remain desperate in their ever more ridiculous folly, as they try with all
their might, employing every stratagem learned over their centuries of guile, to force
this imposing Genie, bearing the awful Truth itself, back into his lamp. To what
lengths will their desperation drive them? They look upon the fire of hell they have
stored nearby. The most evil of all thoughts run actively through their minds.
Aye…Panic is afoot in Zion….Another great stone can be felt as its impact vibrates on
every side. See them scurry… See eyes once narrow in self-regard now grow wide
with the fear of realization.
They watch as the stupid Goyim awaken. Their worst fears are upon them.’

41

Archive from 9/3/2016
https://web.archive.org/web/20160309183113/http://mycatbirdseat.com/2015/03/bibi-joffrey-and-theflower-of-zion/
pg. 28
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In the image above Gratrex links to another of the favourite sites for antisemitic conspiracy
theorists. Veteranstoday.com is ‘a news and opinion website that generally promotes
conspiracies related to the military and Israel’42. The editor is James Fetzer, an ‘all-around
conspiracy theorist’43. The website also pushes Holocaust Denial44.
Tony is clearly big on 9/11 truth. Here is Elleanne pushing another of Brother Nathanael’s
videos, with Tony, liking and responding45.

From the video:
‘Dr Alan Sobrosky concludes that only the Israeli Intelligence Agency, the Mossad,
had the expertise, assets, access and the political protection to execute 9/11’ 46

42

See https://mediabiasfactcheck.com/veterans-today/
See https://rationalwiki.org/wiki/James_H._Fetzer
44
For an example, see ‘Secrets of the Holohoax and Zionist Fantasies’
https://www.veteranstoday.com/2016/08/03/secrets-of-the-holohoax-and-zionist-fantasies/
45
See https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4bG3Q3bkH_0
46
The Anti-Defamation League (ADL) describe Alan Sobrosky as a key figure in anti-Semitic 9/11 conspiracy
theories. See https://www.adl.org/sites/default/files/documents/assets/pdf/anti-semitism/united-states/911conspiracy-theories-2011-8-30.pdf
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From the link:
That’s what 9/11 was all about in the US, 7/7 in UK, the 3/11 train attack in Spain,
the Hebdo Paris attack last January, and now this latest Paris encore re-enactment
part two.
In any unsolved crime the first question asked is who benefits by motive with an
actual means to execute the crime?
In all of these tragic false flag events the global elite benefits in multiple ways. And it
most definitely has the means by issuing marching orders to its owned and operated
national governments, its favourite being the militaristic, brutal American Empire.

The central issue is not Tony’s apparent fixation with conspiracy, but his publicly stated
belief that Jewish money is behind the ‘global elite’. It is a combination of the two positions
that turns ‘conspiracy fruitcakes’ into sinister carriers of the antisemitic disease.
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The piece above turns Zionism, and the Jews, into the central cause of 100 years of global
conflict47.
It is worth taking the journey via some selected quotes to understand how the conspiracy is
pieced together:
‘The engine driving the Zionist-led neoconservative war machine is “holocaust”
mythology.’
‘Elite Jews played an important role in bringing about the Second World War as the
final phase of their plan to establish the state of Israel.’
‘In 1903 an early Zionist leader named Max Nordau conspicuously predicted the
outbreak of the First World War, which lends credence to the suggestion that a
hidden force of Jewish Zionists, Freemasons and bankers are responsible for
instigating the conflict for their own purposes.’
‘The League (of Nations) essentially functioned as a tool of the financial elite and
served the geopolitical aspirations of the Zionists.’

47

Internet Archive snapshot May 2014
https://web.archive.org/web/20170228064122/http://mycatbirdseat.com:80/2014/04/a-century-of-deceitiraq-the-world-wars-holocaust-and-zionist-militarism/
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More on following page:
‘Even with Palestine now in the palm of their hands, the Zionists still had a problem:
convincing Europe’s Jews to leave their lives of luxury and embrace Palestine as their
new home. Such a task proved difficult, with only a minority of European Jews
strongly identifying with Zionism at this time. This reality sheds a different light on
the rise of Adolf Hitler and National Socialism in Germany, which proved very
convenient from the Zionists’ perspective.’
‘Still, the Transfer Agreement alone did not produce the amount of Jewish emigration
necessary to form an exclusivist Jewish ethno-state in Palestine, as the Zionists
intended all along.’
‘Did Hitler not carry out Herzl’s exact mandate?’
‘Jewish leaders made numerous public pronouncements designed to provoke Hitler,
hoping he would unleash his fury upon Europe’s Jews, and with the help of Organized
Zionism spur them to make their way to Palestine.’
‘As the war drew near, Chaim Weizmann did everything in his power to invite definite
reprisals against Jews from Hitler’s regime.’
‘In 1941, an American Jew named Theodore Kaufman made an even more brazen
effort to deliberately provoke hostility towards Jews.’
‘Some Jewish casualties in a devastating war that took tens of millions of lives was
inevitable and very much desired by the Zionist leaders seeking a pretext to invade
and conquer Palestine for Jewish colonization.’
‘Revisionist scholarship has determined that somewhere between 100-150
thousand people perished in Auschwitz mainly as a result of disease and
starvation, which was not a deliberate act on the part of the Germans but rather
the outcome of Allied carpet-bombing of Germany’s infrastructure.’
In an effort to whitewash their own egregious war crimes, the Allied Powers went
along with the Zionists’ pre-meditated fictional account of six million dead Jews.
This is Holocaust Denial at its darkest. The Jews start World War One to gain control of
Palestine and the international political arena. Then, to promote Zionism they create World
War Two. This gives them room to create the ‘Holocaust myth’, that in turn provides them
with the sympathetic cover to conduct numerous Zionist wars to further their territorial and
political ambitions. Thus, we see false flag attacks like 9/11 and Charlie Hebdo. Within this
paradigm, the fight against antisemitism becomes part of the Zionist ambition to stifle
dissent. All this from a group that constitutes less than 0.02% of the world’s population
and over a piece of land the size of Wales48.

48

For population see https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jewish_population_by_country and for land size
https://mapfight.appspot.com/il-vs-wales/israel-wales-size-comparison
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The 7/7 London bombings49.

Gratrex shares posts from people like Gilad Atzmon and Paul Eisen 50:

49

See Yahoo article https://uk.news.yahoo.com/questions-over-7-7-bombers-israel-trip002658776.html#0JOqW8r
50
Atzmon article http://www.gilad.co.uk/writings/2016/5/1/the-protocols-of-the-elders-of-labour-1 Eisen’s
blog is now private and viewing is by ‘invitation only’. See http://pauleisen.blogspot.co.uk/2015/03/giladatzmon-urgent.html
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‘Inspiretochangeworld.com’ is another site that carries Holocaust Denial and Rothschild
Conspiracy. This post holds videos from both Ken O’Keefe and ‘Brother Nathanael’ 51.

And another from a long list of antisemitic conspiracy websites that Tony Gratex shares 52.

51

Article on site from September 2015. See http://www.inspiretochangeworld.com/2015/09/isis-is-workingon-mossadcia-plan-to-create-greater-israel/
52
See http://www.con-tru.com/spotlight/analyst-says-911-truth-is-one-of-the-greatest-threats-to-the-zioniststate-of-israel
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THE THREE ADMINS OF PALESTINE LIVE – PART THREE
3. Carol Foster
Carol was added to the group by Elleanne Green on 10 August 2015

They seemed to have met each other for the first time on Sunday 9 th August 2015:

Carol does not seem to have either posted or commented on the site in over two years. In
fact, her contribution was always minimal, making a few comments on posts between
August and December 2015. Only two or three of these comments are of more than one
sentence. She only opened a thread once, to thank Elleanne for inviting her to the group:
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Carol is of ‘Jewish heritage’:

And yet she posts this:

‘Jewish lobby’, ‘demons’. Like other Jews on the hard-left Carol doesn’t really seem to
identify as Jewish, except to provide cover for antisemites to attack Jews. Her own views are
clearly problematic.
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This is Elleanne Green, once again, sharing material from websites that contain every
antisemitic conspiracy imaginable. Media check rates the site as the most extreme sort,
using labels such as ‘Tin Foil Hat’ and ‘Quackery’53. That includes Holocaust Denial54. The
site suggests the notorious forgery ‘The Elders of Zion’, ‘has to be true as it has all come to
pass’55.

53

https://mediabiasfactcheck.com/whale-to/
See a page titled ‘The Gas Chambers Hoax’ for what seems to be the landing page on the site for Holocaust
Denial http://www.whale.to/b/holocaust_revisionism.html
55
http://www.whale.to/a/protocols_h.html
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The article itself, that Elleanne shared and Carol Foster suggested was ‘spot on’, deals with
Jewish control of the USA56.
The page talks of Jewish control, mixing and matching ‘Jewish’, ‘Zionist’ and ‘Israeli’ at will. It
is difficult to see how anyone could enter the site and not understand it was antisemitic.
This is one of the quotes on the page:
The Jew’s domination in the state seems so assured that now not only can he call
himself a Jew again, but he ruthlessly admits his ultimate national and political
designs. A section of his race openly owns itself to be a foreign people, yet even here
they lie. For while the Zionists try to make the rest of the world believe that the
national consciousness of the Jew finds its satisfaction in the creation of a Palestinian
state, the Jews again slyly dupe the dumb Goyim. It doesn’t even enter their heads to
build up a Jewish state in Palestine for the purpose of living there; all they want is a
central organization for their international world swindle, endowed with its own
sovereign rights and removed from the intervention of other states: a haven for
convicted scoundrels and a university for budding crooks.” (A. Hitler, English
translation by Ralph Manheim, Mein Kampf, Houghton Mifflin, Boston, New York,
(1971), pp. 324-325.)
This is an article shared and liked by two of the admins of the group. They should be proud
though, as the page references both Cynthia McKinney and Alison Weir, two members of
the Palestine Live group:

It is now time to have a closer look at the membership of the group.

56

http://www.whale.to/c/israel_control_usa.html
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MEMBERSHIP – QUALIFYING STATEMENT

The purpose of the research is to identify and explore antisemitism, and its concentration
levels within anti-Israel activity. It is not an exercise in ‘naming and shaming’. From an
academic standpoint, dormant individual membership of this group means nothing.
Therefore, although it is possible to publish the full membership list, I have no intention of
doing so.
There are several levels to this. A person can be added to a Facebook Group without their
approval. People who receive multiple notifications, can exist within a group, without
ever visiting it, or understanding its content. Somebody can simply mute a group (stop
notifications) and forget they are involved. Just being a member is irrelevant.
It is possible to contribute to a group without accessing it. Someone can publish his own
material, to any group he is a member of, from his own Facebook page. An anti-Israel
activist therefore can write numerous articles, share them in Palestine Live, and never visit
the group.
I have no interest in these people, and to the best of my ability, I believe I have excluded
them from the research. If anyone does feel they have been included unfairly, please
contact me with details, and where applicable, I will remove them from this report 57.
Of interest to this research:
The level of the toxic environment seen by high profile activists, politicians, media, who all
represent the ‘power-base’ of anti-Zionist activity. Are the people in this racist group, also
those publicly denying that antisemitism is a problem?
Quantification. To use a sample of posts, and by looking at the social media activity of the
person sharing, rather than the post itself, gain an understanding of the concentration level
of members who share antisemitic ideologies.
Wherever possible individuals have not been named, unless they are representing or a
leading member of an organisation. When individuals have been highlighted, it is only to
provide examples of the concentration levels of those who share antisemitic material that
exist within Palestine live.
At least three examples of antisemitic activity must be found for a member to qualify for
inclusion in this research, and at least three images will be shown in the report.
Unless the member is a public figure, no attempt has been made to verify the real-life
identity of the person. Once it has been established that the Facebook account does not
belong to a ‘bot’ or ‘troll’, it was irrelevant to the research whether the member had used a
57

Due to the level of abuse I receive, I cannot provide phone or email details openly. Please use the contact
form on my website http://david-collier.com/contact-me/
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variant of his name, or a false name for his account.58 Only the virtual environment is being
tested and the ‘real world’ is considered unimportant.
Given the nature of so much of the content of the group, and the activity of all three
admins, there is no reasonable excuse for anyone to be an active member of this highly
toxic group, whilst at the same time suggesting antisemitism IS NOT a problem.
To be an active contributor to this group, one of these descriptions applies:
➢ You do not understand what antisemitism is
➢ You never see antisemitism, even when encountering a racist environment
➢ You place your own political goals above anti-Jewish racism, so you do not look for it,
or ignore it /excuse it / belittle it when spotted
➢ You are an antisemite

58

I use simplified definitions that are confined to this research. A bot is an automated account, that simply
posts endless propaganda articles. It is more relevant to Twitter than Facebook. A troll is a human being
performing the same function. On a troll account, there will be no images of a personal nature, and no posts
relating to anything other than subject matter for which the account was set up.
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GRETA BERLIN AND THE MAVI MARMARA

The Mavi Marmara was part of the ‘Gaza Flotilla’, that intended to break the maritime
blockade of Gaza in 2010. Israel enforced the blockade and boarded the vessel to take it to
an Israeli port. The Israeli soldiers met with resistance. In the struggle to take control of the
vessel, nine of the passengers were killed and several soldiers were wounded 59.
Greta Berlin was co-founder and spokesperson for the ‘Free Gaza Movement’60. She had
been part of the original attempt to break the blockade (see screenshot of comments
below). The New York Times had contact with her immediately after the Mavi incident61:
‘The Israeli soldiers dropped onto the deck and “opened fire on sleeping civilians at
four in the morning,” said Greta Berlin, a leader of the pro-Palestinian Free Gaza
Movement, speaking by phone from Cyprus on Monday’.
Media fact checking outlet ‘CAMERA’, published a breakdown of her evolving story 62. Not
surprisingly, Greta is a member of Palestine Live. In the group, she made additional
information available about the incident.
On 14 Nov 2014, someone posted this, a 2010 article about Ken O’Keefe.

O’Keefe, who is one of the favourites of the conspiracy crowd, was on board the vessel. In
the article, he talks about his actions63. He is a former United State Marine64.

59

See Report of the Secretary-General’s Panel of Inquiry on the 31 May 2010 Flotilla Incident
http://www.un.org/News/dh/infocus/middle_east/Gaza_Flotilla_Panel_Report.pdf
60
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Greta_Berlin
61
http://www.nytimes.com/2010/06/01/world/middleeast/01flotilla.html
62
http://www.camera.org/index.asp?x_context=8&x_nameinnews=264&x_article=1861
63
A link to the article. See http://warincontext.org/2010/06/06/all-i-saw-in-israel-was-cowards-with-guns/
64
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kenneth_O%27Keefe
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Greta Berlin does not like O’Keefe:

NOTE: This provides another glimpse into the mindset of the group. Often witnessed in extremist threads, Holocaust
denial and other conspiracy threads. See how Greta’s posts are the only ones that do not receive likes here. If you
do not conform to the narrative, you will not find support.
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Elleanne Green posted this on 29 Oct 2014

The video is one made by ‘deep world’ conspiracy theorist Ian Crane 65. The video itself is on
YouTube and is a ‘Crane Report’ discussion with Ken O’Keefe 66. The video is empty of
factual comment and full of antisemitism, absurdity and conspiracy. Beyond the ‘Jews
behind all the world’s problems’ conspiracy, at one-point O’Keefe suggests Iran’s Jewish
population is the second or third largest in the world, and ‘may even been larger than
America’s’67.
As a side note, the second comment ‘great guy’ is made by Jenny Flintoft, who is ‘Jenny
Flintoft, steering committee member of Portsmouth Momentum and secretary of
Portsmouth Palestine Solidarity Campaign’68.
O’Keefe is a member of the group.

65

Rational Wiki describes Crane as a ‘Crank Magnet’. See https://rationalwiki.org/wiki/Ian_R._Crane
See https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fPUoLFpQomg
67
See video from 35th minute for O’Keefe on Jews and Zionism. Actual Jewish populations – USA 5-7 million,
Iran 9-12 thousand see https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jewish_population_by_country
68
https://www.portsmouth.co.uk/our-region/portsmouth/controversial-labour-activist-to-speak-inportsmouth-1-8382004
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Greta could not let such praise pass by without comment:

By ‘first trip’, Greta is referring to the 2008 sailing organised by the ‘Free Gaza Movement’ 69.

69

See Wiki page for 2008-2009 sailings https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Free_Gaza_Movement
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Greta is clearly agitated by the support O’Keefe attracts, she has a strong dislike for him and
has laid out her case. She is now ‘done’.
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But it doesn’t work, the defence of O’Keefe continues:

Greta then responds:

Which suggests there was no Israeli fire while the soldiers were coming down from the
helicopters, nor any at all until *AFTER* the unexpected level of resistance had been
encountered and soldiers had been taken ‘prisoner’. This from the UN report70:

70

http://www.un.org/News/dh/infocus/middle_east/Gaza_Flotilla_Panel_Report.pdf see p53 article 113. For
further discussion of the live-fire see p55 esp. article 120
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Which makes the Israeli version accurate. It is difficult to logically read Berlin’s comment
any other way. She cannot have ‘known’ anything, unless in her experience, Israelis do not
normally fire first and had not until that moment, already fired in that incident. Greta clearly
knows that what really happened isn’t the way they told it. Greta’s comments continue:
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This means that this (from the report):

Is entirely false. It seems Greta Berlin accepts (in a secret Facebook group) the Israeli
position. The Israelis had not expected fierce resistance. They did not expect to open fire.
They did not know an ex-US marine, who thinks Zionists control the world, was intent on
causing trouble, and had decided to ‘attack armed soldiers’. He ‘waves a gun around’,
apparently after the soldiers had been captured. From this point, with the captured soldiers
being taken downstairs:
‘It is established to the Panel’s satisfaction that the three soldiers in question were
captured, mistreated and placed at risk during the incident. In the face of such a
response, the IDF personnel involved in the operation needed to take action for their
own protection and that of the other soldiers’. UN report, article 125,
Greta Berlin has history, having shared ‘an antisemitic tweet in 2012’71. She apologised for it
apparently. I do not know why72.

71

http://nationalpost.com/news/canada/gaza-flotilla-sponsor-blames-jews-for-holocaust-on-twitter
The website is Darkmoon. An antisemitic site full of ‘Holohoax’ material see
https://www.darkmoon.me/2013/top-israeli-scientist-says-ashkenazi-jews-came-from-khazaria-not-palestine/
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She shares Gilad Atzmon & Jafar Ramini 9/11 truth:

This in the text under the video: ‘Ask yourself: Who owns the MEDIA? Who owns the
MONEY? Ever heard of the "Protocols of the learned Elders of Zion"? Zionists have
discredited this literature, however, time goes to show more and more that the things
written in these Protocols seem to have become true to the letter. Research it 73’.

73

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GiYAcabWKkY
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Greta shared an Alison Weir post, and then exchanged comments with Paul Eisen. Atzmon,
Weir, Eisen and Protocols. There is clearly a pattern74.

74

The opening article was cut but is available online – see
https://www.facebook.com/permalink.php?story_fbid=830567883658841&id=369339636448337. The
comment image has been edited *only* to show the three separate likes. No other changes were made.
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BARONESS TONGE
There was no surprise in finding Jenny Tonge in the group. Tonge has been a member for
four years. Since her resignation from the Liberal Democrats, in 2016, Tonge has acted as an
‘Independent peer at the House of Lords75.

Tonge has been involved in several issues related to accusations of antisemitism76. Tonge
has a long history of making comments, posting cartoons, hosting events, and drawing
comparisons, that appear to cross the line into antisemitic activity77. I was present at the
meeting in 2016 and wrote the report of the event that would lead to her resignation78.
Jenny Tonge frequently posts about the ‘McCarthyist’ accusations of antisemitism. I counted
over a hundred posts and comments in a brief check. Here are just some examples:

75

http://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/politics/suspended-baroness-tonge-quits-liberal-democratsantisemitic-meeting-a7383786.html
76
See 2016 UK MEDIA WATCH article https://ukmediawatch.org/2016/08/01/jenny-tonge-in-the-independentunrepentant-on-antisemitism/
77
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jenny_Tonge,_Baroness_Tonge
78
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More79:

79

Partial comment taken from Tonge’s Facebook timeline 6 April 2017. Other images are shares with dates
visible
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For someone so vocal about accusations of antisemitism being merely a political tool to
silence legitimate criticism of Israel, it is surprising that Tonge has spent four years in a
group where antisemitism is rampant. Is it possible she never encountered it? This her first
post inside Palestine Live in early 2014:
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Elleanne is thanked by Jenny Tonge. There is no need to reproduce more of Elleanne’s posts
to understand some of the unacceptable ideologies she promotes. The post was made by
Neville Thomas on 19th January 2014. A few weeks earlier Thomas had posted this80:

Thomas only recently left the group. At this point these are the type of posts he was
sharing81:

Tonge, who thinks the current argument about antisemitism inside anti-Zionist activity is a
smokescreen, has spent four years in this group with people like this. Commenting on posts
these people make (there is no intention to imply that Tonge EVER commented on a post
or a video such as this, only to highlight further that this group was infested with Nazi
ideology, many of the members share this type of material, and Tonge seems oblivious to
it all).

80

This is a Rense.com video about false ‘Jewish victimhood’, and about how in reality Jews always ‘victimise’
the gentiles in every nation, because Jews have declared it is ‘acceptable to cheat a gentile’. Video shown is
available here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NZ_mikSsrQM Jeff Rense is a well-known antisemite and
has been accused of spreading pro-Nazi speech see wiki
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jeff_Rense#Criticism_of_anti-Semitic_content
81
Posted by Thomas on 13 November 2017. On the link provided, the video is not available on YouTube in this
country. It can however be viewed here https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xULp4gJWiNU It is a discussion
about a three hour ‘documentary’ called ‘The World Defeated the Wrong Enemy’. The video describes Hitler as
a ‘new age person in advance’. The right enemy of course, would have been the Jews. It describes how the
Jewish ‘blood’ sacrifice of children ‘which still goes on today’, is the reason the Jews have been thrown out of
100 countries. Video NOT FOR THE FAINT-HEARTED
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This post by Elleanne Green was during the 2014 Gaza conflict. Note David Ward (ex-MP) is
tagged. He was, and still is - a member of the group.

The post was randomly picked. There are 22 comments from twelve different people. One
of them is Tonge. As is the nature of this report, there is no interest in tagging people unless
relevant. Elleanne is one of those twelve, that leaves ten. This is Tonge’s comment:

The person who commented above Rosie Phillips has high privacy settings, so I cannot
access her timeline, and she is therefore irrelevant and not in the image. Anna Ruiz and
Rosie Phillips are the two visible accounts above Tonge’s comment.
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Ruiz is dealt with elsewhere in this report. This is one qualifying example, when she shares
the Khazar myth82:

Her timeline is full of comment streams that degenerate into rabid antisemitism. There
were only eight comments on this thread, it was about ‘Jews as victims’ 83:

82

Dated 1300 years ago, the Khazar myth has nothing to do with Zionism, and everything to do with Judaism.
It is the idea that Ashkenazi Jews, in their totality, are all descendants from a mass 8th or 9th century conversion
of Turkic nomads. Its deployment is a strategic antisemitic attack, to separate the Jewish Zionists (who they
believe are all Ashkenazi and therefore ‘Khazars’) from any historic connection to the land of Israel.
83
The post was a meme from 1 October 2017, that had this quote ‘Tomas Rowan: The Israeli Occupation may
be the only Occupation in history where the Occupiers portray themselves as victims’
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These are posts from Rosie Phillips84:

84

The top image is a news report of an actual event. The jailing of Semem Domnister for large scale fraud,
related to Holocaust reparations. See https://www.timesofisrael.com/claims-conference-insider-gets-8-yearsfor-fraud/ That is not the central issue of this post. The link given is to the website ‘whiteregister.com’, an
explicit neo-Nazi website See http://whiteresister.com/. The second image links to an article at
http://www.thetruthseeker.co.uk/?p=85432 an piece ‘statistically proving’ the Holocaust did not happen at all.
The third article is an article that ‘scientifically proves’ that the Holocaust didn’t happen. It is from Palestine
Live ‘favourite’ Veteranstoday.com. The article is no longer available, but can be accessed via the archive
https://web.archive.org/web/20150205222951/http://www.veteranstoday.com/2014/11/26/the-holocaustnarrative-politics-trumps-science/
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Another person who commented on the thread with Tonge is David Carter. He is still an
active member of the Palestine Live group. Examples of his posts are also included
elsewhere in this report. Here is one that he shared just a few weeks ago on 29th January
201885. Richard Edmonds, the ‘speaker’ in the video is a ‘neo-Nazi’86:

The research involved going through the group’s timeline, looking for comments tagging or
made by the people of interest - in this case Jenny Tonge. In early 2014, there were not
many references to her. There was this one about an event she spoke at:

85

The video is on the YouTube channel of ‘The London Forum’, a group called that has been called ’neo-Nazi’,
and held an event hosting Holocaust Deniers, such as David Irving last year. See
http://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/politics/david-irving-holocaust-denial-neo-nazi-alt-right-londonforum-meeting-auschwitz-hitler-revisionist-a7719291.html the video itself can be viewed here:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bkptv_iNENI
86
Richard Charles is an English ‘neo-Nazi’ political activist. See Wiki
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Richard_Edmonds
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Elleanne and Tony are both visible in the post as ‘likes’. The other name visible is Michael
Sumner, who shared the post and spoke with Tonge at the event. The event was held by a
group call the ’Northampton Albireh Palestine Friendship Association’87.
Michael is active in the ’Northampton Albireh Palestine Friendship Association 88:’

87
88

See Facebook event page https://www.facebook.com/events/1446041792301932/
See Facebook event page https://www.facebook.com/events/522173054644597/
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The more informative one is here89.

89

QallOut is an online platform for freestyle debate. The challenge in the top video does not seem to have
been picked up. Sumner’s challenge in the bottom video, was to suggest that the ‘revisionists’ are serious
scholars, Irving has been misrepresented, and no evidence connected Hitler to the Holocaust. What is different
about this, is that rather than link to someone else’s opinion, Sumner allows us to hear his own - sickening to
hear. It is difficult to comprehend why someone would be so eager to publicly engage with denial material,
about an incomprehensible genocide, whilst at the same time, being so blindingly clueless. See
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=2&v=AylHmyALmEk
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Because of the concentration levels of antisemitic ideology in the group, almost everywhere
you look that Jenny Tonge posts, names that represent extremist ideology are present:
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The post was dated 15 April 2015 and refers to the High Court refusal to overturn the
University of Southampton’s decision to cancel the anti-Israel conference that had been
planned by university academic Oren Ben Dor90.
Jenny Tonge aside, the only person in the list that returned a relatively clean profile was
Hugh Walker. If I could, I would ask him why he associates with such a group, and more
importantly, given the hate that clearly exists around him, how can he not understand
Zionism? He is clearly swimming in antisemitic soup.
Tony Gratrex shared the post and Elleanne responded, so the highlighted members we have
not yet covered are Judy Robinson, Laurie J Adkins and of course, Paul Eisen.
All three are still members of the group:

Robinson91.

90

See Jewish Chronicle report https://www.thejc.com/news/uk-news/legal-bid-to-save-anti-israelsouthampton-conference-rejected-1.66149 See also Telegraph article about original university decision
https://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/worldnews/middleeast/israel/11506045/Southampton-Universityconference-questioning-right-of-Israel-to-exist-scrapped-after-protests.html
91
21st Century Wire is a conspiracy website. The article links the Charlie Hebdo attacks to the Mossad. See
http://21stcenturywire.com/2015/01/07/paris-shooting-charlie-hebdo-magazine-murders-reveal-evidence-ofstaging/ As the website has representatives who are members of Palestine Live, it will be mentioned
separately.
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More92.

‘Some Jewish casualties in a devastating war that took tens of millions of lives was
inevitable and very much desired by the Zionist leaders seeking a pretext to invade
and conquer Palestine for Jewish colonization….in an effort to whitewash their own
egregious war crimes, the Allied Powers went along with the Zionists’ pre-meditated
fictional account of six million dead Jews. At the post-war Nuremberg trials, an Alliedrun kangaroo court staffed to the brim by Zionist Jews and their Allied lackeys, the
truth was buried underneath a tidal wave of falsehoods’93.

92

This is a more recent upload of an older video. Jack Otto died in 2008. It is a graphically disturbing rendition
of the Khazar myth. It paints 92% of Jews as people who worship Lucifer and cannot help but to rape and
pillage. See (caution advised) https://vimeo.com/116006307?ref=fb-share&1
93
We have seen this article elsewhere but on a different website. It is a brutal rendition of the Rothschild
conspiracy. Together the two articles on this page contain Holocaust denial, and almost every antisemitic libel
imaginable. See http://nonalignedmedia.com/2015/04/a-century-of-deceit-iraq-the-world-wars-holocaustmythology-and-zionist-militarism/
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Laurie J Adkins94:

And95:

94

Note the #BDS hashtag on a Holocaust denial post. It is difficult to believe the motivation here is
humanitarian concern. The hoax claim is an old one that misrepresents Red Cross statistics. ICRC Bulletin No.
25, Feb. 1, 1978 entitled "False Propaganda", denounced Holocaust denial and confirmed that the agency
never published—or even compiled—statistics of this kind – see Wiki
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Criticism_of_Holocaust_denial#International_Committee_of_the_Red_Cross for
article above see http://truedemocracyparty.net/2012/06/red-cross-expose-judaic-holocaust-hoax/
95
Personal commentary on news article that links Mossad to 9/11 The website is SOTT (Sign of the times). It
mixes real news with pseudo-science and conspiracy. Link to original article
https://www.sott.net/article/318235-Hyping-of-Saudi-role-in-9-11-a-diversionary-tactic-by-US-and-Israel
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More96:

There is little need to spend pages reproducing posts from Paul Eisen. In 2008 Eisen
published an article titled ‘My Life as a Holocaust Denier’. The article tries to ‘set the record
straight’, following the social rejection he experienced after Gilad Atzmon circulated his
essay ‘The Holocaust Wars’ in 2004. He speaks of his attempts to re-humanise Hitler, and
support the revisionists (Deniers), because he finds their case ‘compelling’.
Eisen suggests there are three main areas of contention:
➢ That there ever was an official plan on the part of Hitler or the National Socialist
regime to systematically and physically exterminate every Jew in Europe.
➢ That there existed homicidal gas-chambers.
➢ That the number of Jewish victims was around six million
Eisen goes on to say
‘Having examined all these contentions and found them questionable to say the
least, it seems to me that a Holocaust revisionist (denier, if you like) is an entirely
honourable thing to be. So why should I rush to deny that I am one?’97.
Paul Eisen is not the only member of Palestine Live who denies the Holocaust – far from it,
but he is one of the more recognisable names.

96

Comments on post from Feb 5 2017 under a post about Donald Trump. First comment, ‘dancing Israelis’,
refers to a 9/11 false flag conspiracy theory. Second comment refers to the Rothschild conspiracy. For original
dancing Israelis video see https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xv5s_VEmZd0&bpctr=1519861599
97
‘My Life as a Holocaust Denier’ see https://www.righteousjews.org/article27a.html
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Given the concentration levels of active members of the group who do share antisemitic
material, it would have been possible to place dozens more pages onto this section of the
report. There is just one area related to Tonge that needs to be covered.
Jenny Tonge is very outspoken on the issue of antisemitism. It is - ‘exaggerated’, ‘antiZionism, not antisemitism’ or it is mainly ‘legitimate criticism of Israel’. There are several
possibilities. The most benign is that she simply does not see or understand antisemitism at
all. Can Jenny Tonge not see the antisemitism that surrounds her? This from Jenny’s
Facebook timeline98:

98

The article is by a group called ‘Free Speech on Israel’. The group is firmly situated within Jeremy Corbyn’s
political camp, is represented within the Labour Party by the newly founded ‘Jewish Voice for Labour’, and is
dealt with later in this report, as most of the central actors are active members of Palestine Live. This article
was an attack on the group Campaign Against Antisemitism and calls them ‘Zionist shock troops’. For the
article see http://freespeechonisrael.org.uk/caa-poses-as-charity/#sthash.oj20dAjW.dpbs for more on
Campaign Against Antisemitism see https://antisemitism.uk/
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Jenny Tonge aside, the image on the previous page has four visible names. Three of them
are members of Palestine Live, Derek Jardine, Anton Lloyd-Wallis and Choci Mackenzie.
Tonge saw and ‘liked’ the comments of Lloyd Wallis and Mackenzie.

Derek Jardine is one of the activists who attends most InMinds demonstrations. I met and
spoke to him at an InMinds demonstration outside of Jason Atherton’s ‘Little Social
restaurant’99.
Some posts:

It is a recurring theme of this research, that those who self-identify as ‘far-left’ are found
consistently pushing Nazi ideology. This can occur in many ways. A denial of the Holocaust
or blaming the Jews for their own persecution are just two examples. This is more direct
and explicit. A share from ‘whiteresister.com. A Nazi, white supremacist website100. An
image of the ‘whiteresister.com’ home page is produced on the next page.

99

My report on that demonstration, that includes several images of social media shares from Jardine, is
available on my website. See http://david-collier.com/hate-inminds-little-social-restaurant/
100
Adverts and news streams run on the site. Articles fill the columns on both sides. The subject matter is ‘offthe-scale-racist’ and it is difficult to mistake this for anything else. See (http://whiteresister.com/index.php/12stories/304-jewish-fraudster-gets-8-year-prison-sentence-for-57m-holocaust-hoax-scheme
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Home page101:

101

Screenshot of whiteresister.com taken on 25 Feb 2018
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More102:

On 29 March 2016 Jardine shared a post by ‘Charles Edward Frith’, another ‘blogging’
antisemite, whose work is littered with Holocaust Denial103. Jardine is a conspiracy theorist
who ties Israel into many of the terror attacks on European and American soil 104. Here is one
more of his posts from five months ago:

102

Comment made on one of Derek Jardine’s shares. ‘Natalie Portman tells Jewish people to stop talking about
the Holocaust so much’ Shared 11 May 2016. Original article
http://www.independent.co.uk/news/people/natalie-portman-says-jewish-community-should-focus-less-onthe-holocaust-10465577.html and comment on post about BBC announcement of a special Holocaust TV
schedule for the 70th anniversary of the liberation of Auschwitz. Note the ‘surprise surprise’, almost certainly
refers to Danny Cohen’s Jewish identity.
103
The shared post was not one of Holocaust Denial, but images of dead children. It is not relevant to
antisemitism and there is no need to link to it simply for the ‘shock factor’. Frith is mentioned because any
normal anti-racist would not go anywhere near him.
104
Jardine posts on 9/11 Mossad, ISIS conspiracy and refers to the US as ‘Washington ZOG’ – Zionist
Occupation Government see
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Zionist_Occupation_Government_conspiracy_theory.
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Choci Mckenzie:

Choci also shared this video in the public ‘Norman Finkelstein’ group, where it received
instant derision. Some of his comments105:

Mckenzie is wrong. It absolutely denies the Holocaust. It isn’t a scholarly piece of Holocaust
historical research, but a hate video, full of typical antisemitic conspiracy. It suggests the
Jews may have been victims of war, but not of systematic slaughter. It presents all the usual
hoax elements both in the build up to the war, and during the Holocaust. This an image
from the video regarding the number of Jewish survivors:

105

The video can be viewed here (it is not the original link, which now has regional limitations, but it is the
same ‘documentary’. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ATI7CM1e14s
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More106:

After the Parson’s Green tube attack107:

Palestine Live thread 16 December 2017 and one image posted 28 June 2015:

106

The video, like many sitting on ‘fake news’ channels, is no longer available. The video is available on Daily
Motion, see http://www.dailymotion.com/video/x2ltcfi It discusses Charlie Hebdo as a false flag. Inevitably
O’Keefe ties it all into Israel. Note date, this was immediately after the attack.
107
Make shift bomb exploded on tube train on 15 September. See https://www.theguardian.com/uknews/2017/sep/17/parsons-green-tube-bomb-police-arrest-second-man
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The next member, Anton Lloyd Wallis doesn’t hold back108:

More109:

And110:

108

The Daily Stormer ‘is an American neo-Nazi and white supremacist news and commentary website’. See
wiki https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Daily_Stormer
109
‘Ich Bin Sylvia Stolz’ translates as ‘I am Sylvia Stolz. Stoltz is a convicted Holocaust Denier. See wiki
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sylvia_Stolz Lloyd Wallis managed Facebook group. See
https://www.facebook.com/groups/414687465367137/about/
110
Alison Chabloz is currently standing trial on charges related to publishing antisemitic ‘songs about Jewish
people persecuted by the Nazis, including the young diarist Anne Frank.’. Some are set to Jewish folk tunes.
Most deal with Chabloz’s self-confessed ‘Holocaust revisionist’ (read denial) position. See
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-england-derbyshire-42637888
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Tonge is perfectly entitled to her opinions whatever they may be, and free to join and
participate in any Facebook Group of her choosing. But surely as a member of the House of
Lords, she has a greater responsibility to search for antisemitism before publicly belittling
it or suggesting victims of racism are ‘making it up’.
There is also an issue of the legitimacy and support that she provides to groups of people
who hold truly toxic views. As anti-Israel groups consider her extremely hostile towards
Israel, Tonge receives requests to host their events inside the Parliamentary Estate. As we
will see later with Jeremy Corbyn, Palestine Live members are major actors in this anti-Israel
event industry.
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MEETINGS ON THE PARLIAMENTARY ESTATE
On Wednesday December 14th, 2016, Jenny Tonge hosted an event that was advertised by
the publishers as both a ‘book launch’ and a ‘private event’111.

I am the ‘mad blogger’, or at least one of them, that she references. What Jenny means by
her comment is that the event was closed to all dissent, or negative reporting and the
‘ranting rabbis’ of the Neturei Karta were not invited112.
Suarez wrote a book, that demonised early Zionists, and claimed to have been diligently
researched. Jenny Tonge, wrote a blurb for the cover:
‘I thought I knew a fair bit about the Middle East after all the years I’ve been involved
in its politics, but this book came as an eye-opener. I realised how ignorant I was, not
of the events leading up to the establishment of Israel but of the terror campaign
that led up to it. Everyone who has ever accepted Israel’s account of its own history
should read this book and hear the truth. It should change them forever.’
In the real world the book was almost a complete work of fiction. Together with Jonathan
Hoffman, I spent many weeks inside the National Archives at Kew, following the footsteps of
Suarez through the documents. Our final report, academically destroyed the book 113.
Tom Suarez is a member of Palestine Live

111

See my report on Tom Suarez ‘academic charlatan’ http://david-collier.com/thomas-suarez-academiccharlatan/
112
One of the Rabbis of the Neturei Karta had made a statement at a Jenny Tonge event, that implied the
Zionists were responsible for the Holocaust.
113
See ‘report on a modern antisemitism fraud’ Collier, Hoffman. http://david-collier.com/wpcontent/uploads/2017/09/170904_V10_FINAL_Analysis-of-State-of-Terror-by-Thomas-Suarez.pdf
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The other blurb that Suarez received was from Illan Pappe. Either Pappe didn’t read the
book or he did read it and didn’t care that it was so littered with historical errors. Ilan Pappe
is also a member of Palestine Live114.

Two months before this, Tonge had hosted another event ‘the launch of the ‘Balfour
Apology Campaign’115. Several questions or statements were made that carried antisemitic
overtones. This led to an outcry, and to Tonge’s departure from the Liberal Democrats 116.
As someone who goes to these events, I see the audience. The people who attend them.
Like Elleanne Green and Tony Gratrex. It is no coincidence that at the Corbyn ‘Blumenthal’
event, James Thring, and audience member, was asked to give a speech when Blumenthal
arrived late117. Elleanne was at the Tonge Balfour event.

These events are not large. It does not take many of these people to shape the character of
the audience118.

114

Ilan Pappe is a professor at the University of Exeter. See Wiki
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ilan_Papp%C3%A9 He wrote ‘Ethnic Cleansing of Palestine’, that left historian
Benny Morris with little option but to suggest Pappe was either a ‘liar’ or ‘sloppy’ see
https://newrepublic.com/article/85344/ilan-pappe-sloppy-dishonest-historian Pappe was caught on video
suggesting the origins of the BDS movement are not as promoted, but it was ‘important’, not to tell the truth.
See https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IjPJSvTezSo
115
Hosted by the ‘Palestine Return Centre’ (PRC). The PRC is a UK-based advocacy group focusing on
Palestinian refugees. The PRC also hosted the Kaufman ‘Jewish money’ event a year earlier. See http://davidcollier.com/jewish-money-an-evening-with-the-prc-kaufman-and-classic-antisemitic-libels/ For the original
event page of the Balfour launch see https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/launch-of-the-balfour-apologycampaign-time-to-say-sorry-tickets-28690052720#
116
See report on suspension https://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/2016/10/27/peer-suspended-by-lib-demsafter-hosting-shameful-event/
117
See Mail report http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-3191508/Jeremy-Corbyn-hosts-event-antiSemitic-conspiracy-theorist-gives-speech.html
118
Evidence presented through the reports into the PSC and SPSC suggest as many as 40-50% of attendees at
events such as this, meet the threshold of antisemitism contained within this report. See david-collier.com for
the reports.
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During an event at parliament in March 2015, with both David Ward and Jenny Tonge, UK
blogger Richard Millett was told to stop filming, even though the event was being filmed by
others. Given the context, his account of the event is harrowing119.
When ‘the wrong type of Jew’ does attend, to report on the antisemitism that is always
present, they become targets120.

119

See Richard Millett blog for account. In particular the video where he is asked to turn off the camera.
https://richardmillett.wordpress.com/2015/03/11/forced-to-turn-off-my-camera-at-jenny-tongedavid-wardevent-in-parliament-while-al-jazeera-films/
120
Elleanne green post about March 2015 event. She seemed to have no difficulty using her camera.
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Stephanie De-Sykes ‘liked’ Elleanne’s post (image on previous page). There will be more
examples from Stephanie later, but these can be placed here:

The next images from Stephanie can be used as an example of a central pillar of the
problem underlying social media bubbles. No mainstream media (MSM) sources are
considered reliable, because ‘Zionists’ control them all. Only ‘alternative sites’ become
reliable, and conspiracy sites that claim to tell the truth ‘MSM’ won’t tell anyone, are
treated with reverence. Therefore ‘theuglytruth’, ‘veteranstoday’ and ‘globalresearch.ca’
are widely shared within these groups. It acts like a cult that cuts off outside sources of
information by discrediting them:
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Two of the other visible names are Tony Murphy and Miranda Pinch.
This is Tony:121

121

Newobserveronline.com is a racist white supremacist far-right website. It publishes hate articles against
everyone who is not ‘white’. One of the categories on the menu bar is even titled ‘race’. The entire news story
has been put together through a neo-Nazi viewpoint. See http://newobserveronline.com/jewish-swindlesuicides-elderly-scammed/ The second image is part of the comment stream under the above post.
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Tony posted this vile comment in 2017:

Miranda Pinch122.

122

The irony of this post, is that Pinch is arguing that posting a ‘wikispooks’ website isn’t antisemitic, at the
same time as she links to a mycatbirdseat article. See
https://web.archive.org/web/20150206002929/mycatbirdseat.com/2015/02/89858-israeli-false-flags-andthe-attack-on-rev-stephen-sizer/ It is full of the geopolitical antisemitic slurs, that place Israel at the forefront
of all the current terror atrocities. This article also goes into depth on the ‘Israel did 9/11’ conspiracy
‘mycatbirdseat.com’ was a hard-core antisemitic site, that when it did acknowledge a Holocaust existed,
tended to blame the Jews for it.
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More from Miranda Pinch123.

.

123

A conspiracy piece that ties Israel into 7/7 as well as 9/11 and the Brussels airport attack. It is from the
globalresearch.ca website, a favourite of the Palestine Live community. The original article is here:
http://www.globalresearch.ca/former-israeli-intelligence-operatives-run-security-at-brussels-airport/5516262
The second image is older, and I wouldn’t have included it except to highlight that Pinch has been in trouble
before for sharing articles from antisemitic websites. Pinch is a hard-core conspiracy theorist. The original
article is here https://theuglytruth.wordpress.com/2012/06/08/the-man-with-the-israeli-accent-uss-libertysurvivors-life-threatened-by-mossad-on-american-soil-while-uncle-sam-yawns/ A link to a report on her
previous problems can be found here https://www.thejc.com/news/uk-news/lib-dems-palestine-group-sayssorry-over-links-to-holocaust-denial-website-1.54352
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When Jewish people like Richard Millett go to these meetings, they are always treated
differently, and with hostility. On occasion they are denied entry 124.
As many of these events are created, supported and attended by those in Palestine Live, it
can be argued antisemitism is given unacceptable legitimacy when it gathers inside
Westminster. For the Jewish attendee who recognises the numerous faces of those who
share hard-core antisemitic and neo-Nazi ideology, it is little different than a black man
walking into a KKK event in Westminster and being escorted out because he becomes
agitated by the level of racism. That the antisemitism is protected by the law, rather than
challenged by it, suggests the problem is institutionalised 125.
The ‘unwanted alien’ snapped by Carmen Lopez Martin. Another member of Palestine
Live126.

124

See UK Media watch report on Millett’s exclusion from an Amnesty International event on 13 June 2017
https://ukmediawatch.org/2017/06/14/free-speech-advocates-at-amnesty-uk-ban-pro-israel-blogger-fromlondon-event/ I currently have two complaints being investigated. One into an event in Parliament, where the
organisers sent out cancellation notices only to Zionist Jewish attendees see http://david-collier.com/jewishdiscrimination-heart-westminster/ and the other at the University of Warwick, where (along with two others),
I arrived at a public event, only to be told they had suddenly decided to make it private http://davidcollier.com/eugenics-university-of-warwick/
125
This is not an attempt to whitewash any disruptive behaviour that can and does occur. The clear majority of
events take place without incident. Hostile questions are viewed as disruptive and quickly shouted down, or
known Zionists are simply not called upon. This add to an atmosphere of frustration. Unacceptable disruptions
have also occurred, but almost exclusively after the talk and in the Q&A. The question that needs to be asked
is how should a victim of racism respond to racism? This was most clearly demonstrated at the Wes Streeting
event, where both Elleanne Green and Tony Gratrex were present. Wes evicted two Jewish activists and then
attacked them on Twitter. In effect he strengthened the hand of the racists. See Jonathan Hoffman report
http://blogs.timesofisrael.com/running-with-the-fox-and-hunting-with-the-hounds/
126
Carmen Lopez-Martin was included in the report into antisemitism within the Palestine Solidarity Campaign
(p38) see http://david-collier.com/wpcontent/uploads/2017/02/170222_palestine_solidarity_campaign_report.pdf
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More Palestine Live members we have been introduced to joining Jenny Tonge at
Westminster:
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The clearest example of legitimising antisemitism took place on 5 th December 2015, at an
event hosted by Tommy Sheppard MP.127 The group holding the event was ‘Free Speech on
Israel’ (FSOI), a group of Jewish Palestine Live members, who created FSOI to deflect
accusations of antisemitism128.
Of members already mentioned, Sandra Watfa and Tom Suarez were there. Tony Greenstein
was also present. The person on the door collecting the names was Timothy Horgan.
Timothy always follows and then photographs Jewish activists, and either ‘comically’
defaces the photos, or uses them to smear people. He has, as far as I am aware, been
cautioned by the police129.

127

See https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tommy_Sheppard
There is a section on these groups in Part Two of this report on page 87.
129
Horgan’s Twitter account is @timothyhorgan1, the first image is comparing me to English serial killer John
Christie. The second is an attempt to smear Jonathan Hoffman as an extremist. The third image is a request by
Waltham Forest Met Police, asking Horgan to contact them, apparently after complaints over his activity.
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Horgan is a member of Palestine Live:

This is what he posts there130:

130

Horgan attends pro-Israeli demonstrations with a camera. He looks for opportunities to catch leaders of the
community in the frame with people he can claim are extremists, and then smears them. Those images are
used to ‘prove’ Zionists are connected to extremist groups. They are widely shared.
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That is the person the ‘Free Speech on Israel’ crowd chose to place on the door collecting
names at the event in Westminster.
Four days after the event, Tony Greenstein ran a vicious attack piece, naming Jewish
activists who attend demonstrations131.

The piece was full of false information, defamatory claims and false accusations. It gave
names and addresses of some activist’s places of work. The piece was shared widely
amongst anti-Israel activists. Complaints were lodged by unknown individuals to activists’
professional associations where applicable. Some people received threats. Several of those
named filed police reports. One of those named activists, committed suicide within weeks of
the attack post, and while he was under investigation from his professional body 132.
This is all almost certainly a result of allowing the antisemitism inside Palestine Live, the key
to the doors of Westminster. Perhaps thanks are due to Tommy Sheppard MP for hosting
the event? Sheppard himself is under investigation over another event that had taken place
the week before, that saw Jewish Zionists ‘deregistered’ from the event attendee list
(denied permission to go).133

131

There is no way to prove categorically a link between the event and the attack post. The timing is extremely
coincidental. Some of the people named are not regulars at demonstrations at all but did attend the event.
132
Out of consideration for the family, the name of the activist will not be divulged in this report. Additionally,
there is no way of knowing, how much of a contributing factor the article was.
133
I was one of the people who received a cancellation notice because the event was ‘overbooked’. I then ask
for a ticket in an email using a ‘non-Jewish’ name and received confirmation. My report is here http://davidcollier.com/jewish-discrimination-heart-westminster/ After lodging a complaint I received notification an
investigation had been opened.
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DAVID WARD
David Ward was one of the first members of the group. His comments relating to Israel,
Jews and the Holocaust, have often landed him in trouble with his party, the Lib Dems 134.

When he appealed against his suspension in 2017, Ward was supported by his ‘friend’ Jenny
Tonge (given what has been presented in this report, there is little surprise) 135.
Ward’s mistake was not turning around and running as soon as he saw what was inside the
group. Ward has been a member of Palestine Live for over four years and nothing David
Ward has posted comes near the threshold for inclusion in this report.
On the claims of antisemitism, he said ‘supporters of Israel are using this as a tactic’.136 It
does appear, that like Tonge, David Ward simply does not ‘get’ antisemitism, nor see it.
Ward did not post often, and only ten comments were found. Here are three examples:
He posted on a Green shared article from May 2017 137:

He posted on a Gratrex shared article from January 2018 138:

134

A description of the controversies and the effects on his political career can be seen on Wiki
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/David_Ward_(British_politician)
135
See report in Jewish Chronicle https://www.thejc.com/news/uk-news/ward-appeals-suspension-1.441800
136
BBC report on sacking as Lib Dem candidate for election http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-politics-39723144
137
Article from Palestine Information Centre https://english.palinfo.com/news/2017/5/22/Scores-of-injuresreported-in-IOF-quelling-of-solidarity-marches
138
Article from Russia-Insider.com https://russia-insider.com/en/shocking-video-nikki-haley-groveling-andpandering-aipac-event-israel-lobby/ri22146
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And he posted on an Aleksandra Davies shared article from November 2017139:

A reminder of the type of posts Elleanne Green ‘likes’:

‘all human behavior has in fact a biological origin. All of us—of whatever ethnic
origin—are merely products of our ancestors. Our abilities, our limitations, and our
innate characters—are all inherited from those who have come before.
It might then be too much to expect him to admit that there is an inherited aspect to
Jewish behavior which perpetuates this open racism towards, and hatred of, Gentiles
from generation to generation.
Of course, neither Sand nor Haber will dare tackle the real reason for this obvious
hypocrisy—which is that Jewish racial tribalism engages in a divide-and-conquer
strategy to ensure that non-Jews remain divided and deflected away from the real
source of power in the US and elsewhere: the Jewish Lobby’140.
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Haaretz article on Balfour https://www.haaretz.com/israel-news/netanyahu-won-t-forget-how-britishfailed-to-fulfill-balfour-declaration-1.5462676
140
The neo-Nazi ‘Daily Stormer’. I Could not link to current article. This from the archive
https://web.archive.org/web/20170611122555/https://www.dailystormer.com/81855/
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A recent share from Tony Gratrex141:

Aleksandra Davies142:

‘There are also Jews who’re descendants of the ancient Edomitish Amalekites. These
Amalekitish Jews are particularly callous and cruel, and will use their money and
influence even to destroy their “lesser brethren” in Jewry; and they’re prominent in
the synagogue of Satan, which is a loosely affiliated, secretive assembly that rules the
international Jewry; and notable among them have been the Rothschild banking
family, and in particular Lionel Rothschild who authored the transcribed speeches
in the Protocols of Zion.’
141

This is the blog of Lutheran pastor Mark Dankof. Dankof ‘blames the Jews for America getting same-sex
marriage’ (destroying Christian values) see https://www.pinknews.co.uk/2015/06/28/christian-ministerblames-the-jews-for-america-getting-equal-marriage/. Also see video of Dankof interview on ‘NWO Universal
Jewish Conspiracy’ at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CoDxSGyYGD8 The article Gratrex linked to can be
found here: https://mark1marti2.wordpress.com/2011/10/21/mark-dankof-interview-with-the-habilianassociation-on-israel-the-mek-and-iran/
142
Had not come across this site before. Wordpress blog. Visciously antisemitic. No longer accessible. This is
the archive of the brutally antisemitic diatribe https://firstlightforum.wordpress.com/2015/05/08/why-thejews-are-the-unrepentant-destroyers-of-all-thats-decent-on-the-planet/
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This is not guilt by association. There is no attempt to suggest Ward liked or shared these
antisemitic posts. David Ward is not guilty because he associates with people like Gratrex,
Green or Davies. Ward is also free to hold any opinion he chooses and be a member of any
Facebook group that he wishes to join. It does however raise issues of responsibility. If
David Ward is not aware this group is a hostile anti-Jewish environment, how can he justify
talking about antisemitism at all?
There are few better examples of the dark forces at work in this group than this next one. A
post from ‘freespeechonisrael’, the hard-left group whose sole purpose is to deflect
accusations of antisemitism. There is a section on them in the second part of this report.
This was Posted 3rd November 2016:143

This is a group who deflect accusations of antisemitism, sharing material within a sewer
filled with many people who hate Jews. The aim of the post is to hand defensive weapons
to these people who consistently share hard-core antisemitic material. One of those
people, Elleanne Green thanks the contributor, and notes that the information ‘is good
ammo’. There is then an exchange, when Elleanne tags a politician who has recently been
suspended because of problematic remarks about Israel, who in turn tells Elleanne to
‘keep up the good work’.
The enabler, the sharer of antisemitism, and the political power. Truly sickening.
THIS REPORT WILL CONTINUE IN PART TWO
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See original post on FSOI http://freespeechonisrael.org.uk/hasc-report-antisemitism-partisan-partypolitical-polemic/
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